
Escape Wife 1361 

Chapter 1361 I Believe You 

"Watch out!" 

Samuel suddenly covered Nicole's head. A series of red lights shot at them. 

"They knew?" 

"Let's go!" 

Samuel grabbed Nicole's hand and rolled to the ground. But they seemed to be being watched, and the 

light tracked them wherever they ran. 

Nicole was wondering what was going on. 

"Infrared ray?" 

"Right." 

Samuel wanted to explain to Nicole, but now she had understood. 

"My bad. Leo watched every palace with this infrared monitor. That's why when I went to Zayn's palace, 

Leo showed up. Remember? You and I just arrived at Phoenix's palace, and Leo was there. He had found 

us a step earlier." 

Samuel felt some fear. 

"Then Yanice..." 

Nicole's expression changed. 

"With Fill there, Yanice will leave safely. Even if Leo finds something, he won't find that person." 

Samuel didn't dare to say Davon's name, but Nicole understood. 

He was afraid there was a listening system. 

"What should we do now?" 

Nicole and Samuel kept running and hiding, but they were unable to escape. Although they could avoid 

the attack, the feeling of being chased was terrible. Moreover, the noise here would attract the 

attention of the guards. They might be caught on the spot. 

Samuel was a little anxious. 

He glanced at the secret room and whispered, "Perhaps the only safe place now is that room." 

"But how do we get in? We don't know how long it takes for infrared rays to scan the palaces." 

Nicole was upset. 

It was her fault. 

If she had told Samuel about this earlier, it might not have happened. 



But Samuel did not blame her. He whispered, "Let's go there first. It's not infrared rays. But maybe this 

light can help us open the room." 

Nicole understood. 

This was Santino's palace. And he wouldn't rely on Leo's infrared to open his secret room. Maybe there 

was an infrared scanner here. 

focused and watched the light that struck them. She discovered 

that was their key to opening 

distracted and then 

"God... " 

Her arm went numb. It was 

"Nicole!" 

face immediately 

go on. Perhaps you are correct. 

care about her wound. She pulled Samuel's hand and 

long as they didn't get distracted, they could 

the secret room, the lights 

the password or 

secret room 

Nicole 

Holy shit! 

would Santino use 

Fingerprint? 

Nicole wanted to curse. 

the virtual computer and deciphered 

was quite easy for Samuel. Not long 

"Let's go!" 

grabbed Nicole's arm and pulled her into the room. The door immediately closed. At the same 

Kill anyone 

narrowed his eyes. He saw 

Someone was here! 



guarded. How did anyone 

where did that 

no one could open this room. It was almost impossible for others to get 

suspected anyone in the 

any clues. If Mr. Santino blames us for losing something, 

The captain was cautious. 

little 

They were almost caught. 

check 

was concerned about 

finally felt 

looked at her arm. A small patch of skin had turned dark red. She 

hit by this. But luckily it only grazed you. Or you'll lose 

did have some research on these weapons. His gaze was 

Country F is not big, its military equipment and security system are quite advanced. I finally understand 

why Leo and Jayden want 

"For the military." 

was not stupid. She quickly 

of weapons or the maintenance of the army, money was needed. As for the most advanced weapons, 

not be enough to support a large 

is a small country. They 

confused 

Chapter 1362 Apology Doesn't Work on Me 

How naive! 

Samuel cursed inwardly, but his eyes were already red. 

He hugged Nicole in his arms and said softly, "Well, Nicole, it's over." 

Finally, Nicole heaved a sigh of relief and collapsed into Samuel's embrace. 

Samuel hugged her tightly and smelled her hair while his eyes glowed with a baleful light. 

Now that Santino hurt Nicole, Samuel would have to destroy his secret room. And of course, Santino 

wouldn't get away with it. 



Noticing the people who were pursuing them leave, Samuel gently put Nicole aside and went out of the 

secret room. Suddenly, he closed the curtains to blot out the infrared rays. 

No matter when the infrared rays came, once the curtains were drawn, no one knew what he was doing 

inside. 

Samuel searched carefully, then hacked into Santino's computer and removed some important 

documents. Then he returned to the secret room. 

Nicole had woken up. Noticing Samuel come from outside, she asked weakly, "Where did you go?" 

"I've got some compensation. Let's go in and see what this secret room is for. Are you okay? Do you 

need a rest?" 

Santino's secret room had become their hiding place. They wouldn't be exposed easily. 

Although she was a little weak, Nicole knew that the longer they stayed here, the worse it would be. 

"I'm fine. The wound is a little painful, but I can hold on." 

It almost broke Samuel's heart. 

"Climb up on my back. I'll carry you." 

Inside the secret room was a broad passageway. They had no idea where it led. 

Nicole had wanted to persevere, but Samuel looked resolute. So, she quickly climbed up on Samuel's 

back. 

She was carried once again. Her heart was filled with sweetness. 

"I'm afraid I'll be the only one on your back." 

Nicole joked. 

"OK." 

Samuel replied simply. 

a smile, and she felt the injury 

Santino built this secret room and such 

"I don't know." 

Samuel shook his head. 

as if they were quite 

a little 

down? 

won't hold me 

about him, but he felt bad leaving Nicole to walk by herself since she 



before they were dimly aware 

to put her down. Then they slowly 

Or you'll 

voice, Samuel and 

nationalities crouching in a large iron cage. They were stripped of all their clothes except 

Her eyes suddenly darkened. 

that was something Santino tried to hide. But it turned out 

idle and careless. Some were even drinking and playing cards. 

Samuel frowned slightly. 

noticed a familiar figure cleaning the 

was so humble. It was heartbreaking 

broom accidentally hit a guard's trouser leg, which 

blind? How dare you stain my pants? Mr. Santino 

the woman 

Then she knelt in front of the guard, wiped the dirt off his pants with her 

sorry, Mr. 

It won't work on me. Just lick it 

to let the woman off. He kicked her in the chest 

woman didn't dare to wipe it off but even started 

guards immediately 

Green family in Country Z. She used to be proud and powerful. But now, she is so screwed. It's 

unbelievable. If Mr. Santino hadn't told us not to give away her position, I would have got her on video 

and let people see how 

moment and that guard 

go back and make out with our women, you might 

guard grabbed the woman's hair and forced her to look up at him. And 

She was taken aback. 

It was actually Laurel! 

Samuel's foster mother! 

at Samuel 



hurriedly held Samuel's 

were 

Chapter 1363 It's Too Late 

"Who are you? How did you get in?" 

Derek did not hear what Laurel said. Instead, he was surprised by Nicole's sudden appearance. 

This was Santino's secret room. Other than Santino, no one could enter. Who was this woman? How 

could she get in? 

"I'm the one who will kill you!" 

Then Nicole quickly stood up and directly attacked Derek. 

The other guards immediately let go of Laurel and surrounded Nicole. 

"Catch her!" 

Derek was obviously the captain of the team. He quickly moved to defend himself. 

Samuel hesitated for a moment. But he couldn't watch Nicole fighting against so many people alone. He 

suddenly kicked a guard out on the wall. 

"How dare you humiliate the Greens?" 

Samuel's voice was ice, which frightened Derek and the guards. 

However, when she saw Samuel, Laurel got mixed feelings, her face hidden by her long hair. 

Did Samuel see how the guards insult her? 

She was just in a position that was so undignified and embarrassing. How could Samuel see it? 

Laurel panicked, and she couldn't help but recall what Samuel was like when he was a child. 

He liked to be with her and call her mom. Although she was his foster mother, she had feelings for him 

since he grew up before her eyes. 

She was infertile and had once treated Samuel as her son. If it wasn't for the king's orders, she wouldn't 

have harmed Samuel. 

But in the end, she was wrong. 

She thought that whatever she did to benefit Country F was glorious. She knew it might be unethical and 

unforgivable sometimes, but for the sake of the national interest, she would rather disobey the voice 

within her. But what did she get? 

Her country did not give her the honor she deserved, nor did it give her any reward. She even lost her 

dignity and freedom. 

She was treated worse than a dog. But she spent two-thirds of her life in the Green's. 

used to be the most respected one of the Green family. Samuel also respected her. All women 



foster son and daughter-in-law who 

too ashamed to face 

her. But he said that he did this to ensure her loyalty and make the thing go through smoothly. Besides, 

he 

the poison was made of, but after a long time, she lost her fertility. She could never be a mother. 

Therefore, when Leo and Jayden wanted Alice to marry into the Green family and give birth to a Green, 

she had no choice but 

Jadon Green at that 

charge of the Green family. She had wanted to grow old with him, but 

last thing she wanted 

didn't know that the poison within her 

had sex with him, Jadon would be closer to 

she found out, Jadon was already 

time she looked at the empty room and recalled the time they 

and Laurel 

they were the children of her beloved. Even if their mother was not her, they were still her 

Vincent and destroy him. She was merciful and only expelled Vincent from Seapolis City. So, Vincent 

survived. She thought she had arranged 

that she went abroad because of Vincent's death, but 

she received during the 

Samuel and Nicole met again, Leo began 

continue to be a pawn in Leo's plot. Finally, Samuel and Nicole 

was a traitor, but who knew how 

so cruelly. She once thought about suicide but found that she 

she wasn't afraid of death, she wouldn't have listened to Leo and Jayden 

could not blame anyone. She thought that she would die in this dark secret room, but to her surprise, 

Samuel and Nicole came and even saw 

but she couldn't. She could only watch as Samuel and Nicole subdued Derek and 

scared, but he shouted, "You'd better let me go. I've already informed Mr. Santino. He will be right back. 

Let me tell you, my grandfather is a hero who had protected the king. And I am a sworn brother of Mr. 

Santino. If anything happens to me, Mr. Santino will show you 

There's no way to communicate 



spoke even if she didn't want 

were a little 

boots, and the cold light on it made Derek 

want? I'm warning 

off one 

out on the faces of the 

from outside. Santino designed so to prevent the outside world from finding it. 

We can tell you anything you want 

they knew that Santino was not in the palace. Even if Samuel dismembered them, 

guards 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1364 A Man with Feelings 

The country she believed in and worked for had abandoned her. So she had nothing to abide by and 

didn't have to live a humiliating life. 

She had lived in a humiliating way because there was no hope for her. But now Samuel was here, and 

she wouldn't disgrace the Greens in front of her son. 

She didn't think it was a big deal even if Samuel wanted to kill her because she was happy that perhaps 

she could be buried in the grave of the Greens. But she did not know if she was qualified to be buried 

there. 

Laurel was disappointed, but she stared coldly at Derek's frightened eyes and said in a cold voice, "You 

wanted to know who they were? They are Samuel and Nicole, masters of the Greens. You said I should 

die if I didn't accomplish my mission. But how about you? You are defeated by the Greens. Everyone 

here can be rescued, which means you can't finish your mission. So do you also deserve to die?" 

Derek was stunned. He shook his head, trying to say something but failed. 

Laurel ignored his reaction and continued, "You're not qualified enough to mention my mother's 

identity. No matter what, I'm your aunt! But what did you do to me? I followed your orders because I 

thought you were my relatives. I left my family and my hometown to be a spy in another country. I 

betrayed my love, my marriage, and even my whole life to provide information and honor for the 

country I loved. But after I failed the mission, how did they treat me? Derek, although I'm an illegitimate 

daughter who isn't qualified to be put on the family tree, you should have respectfully treated me 

because I am your aunt. But what did you do? How could you ask these bastards to insult me? In 

Country Z, despite having done something unforgivable, I am still Jadon's legal wife, the matriarch of the 

Greens. So you don't have the right to humiliate me like this." 

Samuel's eyes darkened, but he said nothing. 



Nicole did not expect to see Laurel here. She would have forgotten her long ago if she didn't appear 

today. After all, she thought that she was dead because they didn't see her after that mission. 

Perhaps her hiding was what Samuel wanted. But now seeing her again in such a situation, Samuel must 

feel overwhelmed and couldn't digest it. 

Samuel's love for Laure almost faded away because of sorts of things. But now it came back. 

After all, he was a man with feelings. 

For so many years, despite all kinds of schemes, Samuel and Laurel still had a relationship. 

It was just that such a relationship was almost ruined by those schemes. 

Hearing Laurel say that she was from the Greens, Samuel felt uncomfortable, but he did not stop her. 

Samuel held Nicole's hand, and she could feel his cold sweat on the back of her hand. 

Not knowing what to say and what to do, she could only stay with him like this. 

Derek wanted to say something, but Laurel didn't allow him to do so. 

She raised her saber and soon, Derek was beheaded. She stared straight at other guards with sharpness, 

which frightened them so much. 

But Laurel did not feel sorry for them. Soon, she killed all of them. 

She knew that after doing this, she couldn't live in Country F. 

Killing her clansmen and letting these women go, she had done an unforgivable crime. 

But it didn't matter. 

time 

was afraid of death and wanted to live longer. But now, she understood that she had lived in such a 

humiliating way just to see 

looked at Samuel, tears 

"Samuel." 

"Say it." 

turned away, his cold voice 

I know this can't make up for what I've done to you. The damage I've done cannot be addressed by an 

apology. But I still want to 

stop her, 

to treat her when he knew she betrayed their country. But now, he didn't know how to face 

who looked like 



I have done something unpardonable. But from my point of view, I am carrying out missions. I know that 

no matter what I say, it can't make up for the pain and damage I have caused. But believe it or not, I 

treated you as my son. I also yearned for kinship and a life with my grandchildren when I became old. 

When I was with Zoe and Lucas, I hoped 

did want to 

without feeling a sense of shame and ask 

looked at her coldly, and 

treated him as her son, and Samuel had treated her as her 

could remember too well 

you are always my father's legitimate wife, the matriarch 

will commit suicide myself. I just hope that you can bring my ashes back to Country Z after my death. 

You can sprinkle them wherever you want. I just understand that my 

was calm at 

Nicole 

past, she was noble, elegant, gentle, and benevolent. She was truly a good 

Nicole sighed. 

was impossible to ignore something that had happened. If she was Samuel, she would not forgive Laurel 

just because 

all, no one should scheme against 

die, I will consider 

but stunned 

What did he mean? 

going to 

"Are you sure?" 

she did not dare to 

found there 

attention to skincare. But the miserable time had made her in a mess, 

Samuel felt heartbreaking. 

father loves you so much. But remember it's because of my father. There are laws to punish you for 

what you have done to the country. If you repent and want to be a member of 

understood what 



her to go back with him and receive the punishment 

She deserved to die! 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1365 It's Davon Again 

However, Samuel came in front of Nicole to protect her. He looked at Laurel with a complicated 

expression and said in a low voice, "Don't listen to her. This is Country F, and we don't know if Uncle 

Mark is here. Let's investigate first." 

His words clearly showed that he didn't believe Laurel. 

Laurel smiled bitterly. 

She had done so many bad things. No wonder Samuel didn't believe her. 

"Mark's troops are in the city. As a Miller, I know some news. Mark took a secret mission and left 

Country Z last year. In fact, the mission is investigating the missing cases of the senior officials' children 

here. The girls here are the daughters of senior officials from all over the world. After Leo gets them, 

Santino keeps an eye on them. They are left naked so they can't escape. Even if they escaped from this 

secret room, they couldn't show up in public. Derek and his people are here to keep an eye on them, 

and I'm here to take care of their daily necessities." 

Laurel told Samuel and Nicole everything she knew. 

Looking at the girls curled up in the cage, Nicole felt sorry. 

These girls were born in rich and powerful families and used to be the apple of their parents' eyes. But 

now, they were Leo's prisoners. They were imprisoned here in the dark. It was obvious that Leo valued 

and trusted Santino a lot. 

"Why is Santino so valued by Leo?" 

Nicole hated Laurel and even trembled when she recalled the past. However, the karma was real. Seeing 

Laurel ended up like this, Nicole didn't want to revenge on her anymore. Moreover, Samuel was raised 

by Laurel. Nicole preferred leaving her to the country to deal with. 

Laurel looked at Nicole. This girl was scared and had no dignity in love five years ago, but now, she was 

shining brightly. Laurel had a complex feeling. 

She believed Nicole had treated her as a good mother-in-law, but she had destroyed the wonderful 

family. 

A hint of guilt and sorrow flashed through Laurel's eyes. Then, she said, "One of Santino's relatives on his 

mom's side is Mr. Alex. Alex's offspring are outstanding, so Leo values Santino a lot." 

In the end, it was because Santino's mother had a strong family background. 

Nicole immediately understood. 



Samuel looked at Laurel and asked in a low voice, "Country F has advanced technologies, so I guess the 

country is financially abundant. Then, why do he and Jayden covet the lodes in our country?" 

Laurel shook her head and said, "If we only developed the economy as usual, we could be self-sufficient. 

But over the years, the king has been working on military research and nuclear weapons. These studies 

require a lot of talents and money, but our country is not wealthy enough to cover these funds. 

Therefore, Jayden has been extorting money from other countries these years to support domestic 

research and military development." 

Now, Samuel understood why Leo and Jayden targeted the lodes. 

"So, it was Leo's order to covet the military blueprints I designed for the country, correct?" 

Samuel looked at Laurel. He wanted to ask all the remaining questions today. After all, there wouldn't 

be such an opportunity again. 

the country, she would be tried and punished. She might go to prison or be 

question, 

there was nothing she couldn't 

the king wanted Elvis' gene design. Then, he saw the military blueprints you designed. The Green family 

is not big, but everyone is talented. 

Samuel's eyes darkened. 

planned the 

was something that Samuel 

was young. He had been suspecting this for many years, 

of Vincent, Laurel 

would only ruin Vincent's reputation and never expected Jayden to send someone to kill that injured 

child and blame everything on Vincent. Obviously, they wanted Vincent to die. The Green family 

he indeed got an anonymous letter before hurriedly sending 

find out who sent the letter. It turned out to 

she loved them, so 

Samuel felt it funny. 

an enemy country, but he actually wanted to 

to 

"Alright." 

on the virtual computer and 

different number. Samuel told 



"Who is it?" 

"Uncle Mark, it's me." 

very excited when she 

family and the Seapolis City last year. She 

for a moment. Then, he understood something when he realized that she was 

"Are you with Samuel?" 

some girls. They should be the daughters of senior officials from all over the world. The two of 

quickly told Mark 

limited. If she spent too 

Samuel would be able to deal with 

"Is 

"It should be." 

weren't here, and Santino was attending another banquet and wouldn't come back until late. Therefore, 

in the downtown area, and we have to travel cautiously every day. We can't go in and bring those 

people out. But you can go find a person. He might be able 

"Who?" 

"Davon Sawyer." 

Mark's words stunned Nicole. 

Chapter 1366 Can We Believe Her? 

"If his biological father doesn't know, then how come you know?" 

Nicole felt that Laurel's words didn't make sense. 

Laurel didn't get angry and said calmly, "When Davon returned from his studies, the king ordered him to 

work in the military research institute. But Davon rejected him and said that he is not a citizen of 

Country F, so it was unreasonable for him to work in the military research institute of Country F. That 

was when everyone knew that he had changed his nationality at the age of sixteen. At that time, he 

wasn't the master of the Sawyer family, but he could secretly accomplish such a big thing. People were 

afraid of him and were suspicious. Afterward, the king sent several groups of people to investigate 

Davon, but they found nothing. Even those he contacted during his studies had nothing suspicious. So, 

his identity became even more mysterious." 

This wasn't the first time Nicole had heard of Davon's story, but she felt extremely shocked every time. 

This man was like a legend, and his stories were all legendary. 

Samuel frowned slightly. 



Mark had spied for so many years, so he definitely knew a lot of people. Now, he was an outstanding 

military talent, but he trusted Davon a lot. Davon either had an underworld background or had 

something to do with the military. 

But was it possible that a talented youth born in Country F had something to do with their military? 

Samuel wasn't sure, but he was guessing. 

Nicole didn't know what Samuel was thinking of, but after hearing Laurel's words and thinking about 

what others said, she asked in a low voice, "Has anyone seen Davon face to face?" 

"No. We heard the child was kidnapped at the age of fifteen and suffered from a fire. His face and body 

were seriously burned, so he has been wearing a mask since then. The Sawyer family contacted many 

plastic surgery hospitals, but he refused to go. He seems to have autism and doesn't communicate with 

anyone. Since he hides in the laboratory all day long, he has made a great contribution to the 

development of medicine in our country. So, no one forces him." 

Laurel's words surprised Nicole. 

Davon and she had similarities. 

As soon as she turned around, she saw Samuel thinking. She asked, "What are you thinking?" 

"I'm thinking about how to enter the banquet to find Davon." 

Hearing this, Nicole was somewhat depressed. 

Many people in the banquet knew them, such as Major, Santino, and Leo. Even if they dressed up, they 

would be recognized as long as they showed up. Furthermore, they had probably exposed their 

identities to the infrared rays and might be caught as soon as they left. 

Laurel whispered, "I know another way out of this secret room. It leads to the backyard of the palace, 

where my father's guards shift. However, I have no way to help you contact Davon after you leave. In my 

father's eyes, I'm a sinner and a loser who is inferior to even a maid. So, I don't have any right and my 

words are light." 

This was also the pain that Laurel couldn't let go of. 

were slightly stunned and were 

what 

she was playing the old tricks and had contacted Leo? Then, they would be 

what if what she 

they couldn't stay 

in Leo's hands, their parents would be under Leo's threat. No one 

to use other countries to deal with Country Z, things 

Country Z might hear of something, so he ordered Mark to come over to find the girls and bring them 

out secretly. Right now, the girls were right in front of them. As 



said word 

giving Laurel 

safe, he would plead with Morty for her since she had atoned 

had to spend the rest of her life in 

whether Laurel wanted 

Samuel meant. She was 

one would want to 

her freedom, but she had to pay for the bad things she had done. Anyway, she didn't 

my life that I will not betray you or 

I believe you once swore to father-in-law that you will protect the Green family 

Nicole interrupted Laurel coldly. 

had to agree. But it was a matter of the girls' 

thinking. If she were Nicole, she might say something 

can I get you to trust 

don't have an antidote to this poison, but if you didn't lie to us, I would find the person who has the 

antidote and save you. Otherwise, 

palace. If she met someone 

that time, Nicole thought that the doctor was very interesting. Anyway, the poison could protect her 

much 

the poison, Samuel was 

was less important than Nicole. Moreover, Laurel had done such bad things to Nicole. Nicole had the 

right to revenge on 

opinion through 

hesitation, she took the poison from Nicole, tossed it into her 

this, Nicole 

Laurel said something to these girls, she led 

way, the three of them were 

much. She just held Samuel's hand tightly. His large hand wrapped her small hand, and she wasn't 

scared even in this cold 

before they saw a ray 

Chapter 1367 See You Again 



"Hide!" 

Samuel quickly grabbed Nicole and let her stand behind him. At the same time, he was searching for a 

place to hide. However, this place was too spacious that it is hard for them to find a proper place to hide 

immediately. 

Nicole also felt a little anxious. 

At this moment, they suddenly heard Laurel's voice. 

"Captain, where are you going?" 

"Yanice?" 

The squad leader was surprised when he saw Laurel and then he subconsciously asked, "Why is Yanice 

here? Shouldn't she be cleaning the secret room at this time?" 

"Yeah. But one girl menstruated. I came out to get something. You know there is no female stuff in Mr. 

Santino's room." 

Laurel replied naturally. 

Hearing that, Captain's face reddened slightly as if he felt embarrassed. He quickly replied, "Then I'll 

leave you here. I am going to leave with my squad." 

Later, the patrol left the place near Samuel and Nicole. 

Laurel glanced at them and quickly handed guards' clothes to them. Then, she whispered, "Follow this 

path and turn right. You'll reach the cabin I mentioned earlier. I've called Jessica. Soon, she'll have 

someone send the trash bin over there. At that time, you must take the opportunity to hide in the trash 

bin. She will get you out of this place." 

That was all Laurel could do for them now. 

After Laurel finished her words, she turned around and went back to the secret room. 

Samuel looked at Nicole. They both nodded and went straight to the cabin according to Laurel's 

instructions. 

Soon, the engine sound came from outside, followed by a clear female voice. 

"Garbage truck is coming! Is there any garbage to be sent out? Hurry up!" 

Samuel held Nicole's hand tightly, knowing that is a make-or-break opportunity. 

They rushed out of the cabin. Jessica immediately opened the trash bin. Then she closed the lid after 

they entered the bin. 

The bin moved steadily. 

Samuel and Nicole could clearly hear Jessica dealing with the fingerprint lock. They knew that only with 

Jessica's help, they could escape from this place on their own. 

The high-tech security system was much more advanced than before. 



They were moved forward steadily all the way to the kitchen. 

Jessica whispered, "Get out. Hurry Up. Put on these clothes. The banquet will start soon and needs a lot 

of food and drinks. I will arrange for someone to give you makeup so that no one will tell you for the 

time being. You disguise yourselves as waiter and waitress to cater for these people. Once you leave the 

kitchen, you must do what you want as quickly as possible. Yanice didn't say I need to take care of you 

all the time. That's all I can help with. I just hope you would not give me up if you got caught. " 

After saying those words, Jessica got sweaty and left quickly. 

Samuel glanced at the surrounding surveillance cameras and deleted the video. 

"Let's go!" 

They followed Jessica into another room. Someone put on makeup for them. 

Nicole had always known about the magic of makeup. After she finished her makeup, she found that her 

ordinary face made her a perfect waitress look under the current situation. 

looked like an 

The banquet began. 

singing and dancing started and then the manager 

of waiters and 

had planned to go out, but 

all the big shots gathered there. They will pay some attention to the women and waiters who have just 

did you find Davon's 

now, perhaps Samuel would have found Davon's number earlier. Nicole was 

but I've taken a photo. I think 

from his phone and soon found Davon's 

was also concerned 

and sent 

of the 

She used Sally's name. 

Davon, Nicole thought 

and 

long after, a man walked over to 

man got, the more worried Nicole felt. She 

"What's wrong?" 



noticed Nicole's 

"This man 

kitchen door. He took out his phone and checked the message. After 

the man said Sally's name, but she couldn't tell if he 

that, Nicole was about to go out, but Samuel stopped 

Samuel walked out first. 

"Davon?" 

Samuel talked first. 

there were no patrols or guards here and he wanted to confirm the identity of this man as soon as 

glanced at 

so different that I can't 

man was from the military, 

and living dim and draw 

secret code used 

The man immediately replied. 

a long way to go for the soldiers to 

Then, Samuel felt relieved. 

silver mask all 

and knowing that he was indeed a national soldier, Samuel finally sighed with 

are not all rumors. There is indeed such a person whose 

are you 

looked at him with amusement. Somehow Davon gave Samuel a sense of comfort and kindness. 

and said, "Whatever. Name is just a 

me 

gave Samuel a standard military salute. Then, he said, "Davon, the Major of the Southeast Military 

Compound, 

eyes instantly 

she heard the voices of domestic soldiers 

sense of intimacy when she first saw Davon. Was it caused by the sense of kinship from 



didn't know, but she 

to meet you 

"Nice to meet you." 

tender look made 

Chapter 1368 Would You Like a Drink 

"Your hair is messed up!" 

Samuel stepped forward depressingly and touched the place where Davon touched Nicole, as if this was 

the only way to wipe off Davon's aura. 

Damn it! 

Did Davon think he was dead? 

How dare Davon flirt with his woman right in front of him! 

'After I return, I will definitely find a chance to kick your ass, Davon.' 

Samuel thought in his heart and seemed unkind. Even the makeup could not conceal his homicidal 

intent and jealousy at this moment. 

Nicole wanted to laugh out, but she was afraid to provoke Samuel. So, she could only endure that. 

"I wonder what is going on at Phoenix and Zayn's place. Alright, let's go. Now, after Davon sends the 

people out, we can implement our plan for Major. Davon just gave me some pills. So, we can put the 

pills in the Major's wine and kidnap him without anyone noticing. What do you think?" 

Nicole thought about her plan and did not notice that Samuel had got angry at Davon's behavior before. 

"I remember that the poison for Laurel was also given by him?" 

"Yeah." 

Nicole nodded, not understanding why Samuel suddenly asked this now. 

Samuel became angrier. 

"Did Davon treat you the same way last time?" 

"In what way?" 

Nicole was slightly stunned. Then, she remembered what Davon had done to her just now and hurriedly 

explained, "No! No. Davon was quite normal last time. Who knows what drove him crazy." 

"Stay away from him." 

"Yeah, okay." 

Seeing Samuel's angry face, Nicole almost burst into laughter. But she held back at last. 



"Major is not that easy to deal with. It is not safe to poison his drink. We should find a room to hide first 

and act according to the situation." 

"Alright." 

Nicole chose to listen to Samuel in the operation. 

The two of them quickly found a path, followed a few maids and waiters into the hall, and went into a 

room without being noticed by anyone. 

After undoing the surveillance camera with the virtual computer in his hand, Samuel finally heaved a 

sigh of relief and sat on the sofa. 

"Are you hungry? Shall I get you something to eat?" 

Samuel looked at Nicole and asked worriedly. 

"No, I'm not hungry for the time being. This room is pretty good. It should be a guest room for drunk 

people to rest in." 

"Almost." 

very clear about this 

all kinds of 

looked out from the cracks of the door and saw a man in a mask surrounded by a group of people, 

looks exactly the same 

words got on 

angry. Now that Nicole was very concerned about Davon, he 

"Gigolo?" 

then she remembered that Davon was 

and 

that Nicole seemed to be seriously thinking 

"Stop thinking about him!" 

into his arms, and his 

wife. What are you afraid 

just want you to 

noticed that he was so narrow-minded. Nicole knew how to deal with the relationship. 

felt threatened, even just 

so childish," Nicole 

to touch your head again in the future, I'll cripple his 



seriously. It seemed 

now. And I won't 

And she thought that Samuel was so cute when he talked about 

trapped her 

Samuel's fiery body on her front, Nicole felt a sharp contrast, which instantly made her somewhat hot. 

Moreover, Samuel's restless little brother was also stirring at this moment. And 

Could you please be more serious? We are behind the enemy line now. And we might be exposed in 

every minute. And you still have some thoughts about 

think about this? What's wrong with the married couple? Who said that the married couple 

spoke, 

head with one hand. 

of anything else now, just 

her breath. Looking at her flushing face, Samuel 

unable to resist Nicole's sweetness and temptation. Nicole was his only weakness 

other's strong heartbeats. Nicole leaned in Samuel's arms and felt at ease. Even though there was 

crowd outside was bustling with 

Samuel 

strength. Maybe, I should go and find you something to eat. You didn't eat anything at 

he said that, Samuel had already got up, but was held back 

too dangerous. It would be terrible if someone recognized 

hungry means a little hungry. I won't leave my wife 

Nicole's face, then got up and jumped out of 

already too late 

somewhat sweet but 

out, 

fake Davon and blocked the wine for him, attracting everyone's 

Davon's personality. I am Mr. Davon's assistant. Just tell me 

sudden, the people from the 

all their efforts, while he doesn't care about them. Sure, Davon is talented and rich. But 

promising. If one can cooperate with him, this clan 



do it. I'm just not sure what 

people. Therefore, she couldn't help hating Davon when he was surrounded and flattered. On the 

contrary, she felt that 

"What's the assistant's name?" 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1369 Interesting 

Davon knew Phoenix. Although he just met her a few times, he had paid attention to her and even 

investigated her. Davon was surprised that she would come to toast him because he was only an 

assistant now. 

Interesting! 

"Princess Inez must get the wrong person. Mr. Sawyer is sitting over there." 

Davon pointed at his substitute not far away with his chin, smiling. He was supposed to be a gentle, 

handsome man, but his eyes were carrying a sense of enchantment, which stunned Phoenix. Phoenix 

smiled, "No, it's you. Are you afraid of something?" 

Phoenix could feel that Leo was directly staring at her. But she didn't care about it. 

It was true he was her father. 

But it didn't mean she must marry the man he chose. 

This was ridiculous! 

Leo wasn't the reason why she was still alive. 

He hoped that she could have something to do with Davon. But she would destroy this wish. 

She wanted to toast this assistant, a poor orphan. She wanted to see what Leo would do. 

There was no doubt that Phoenix was rebellious and uncontrollable. But it was precisely such an 

unmanageable girl that made Davon smile. 

"I've always been timid." 

Davon's smile was charming, but this answer was obviously out of Phoenix's expectation. 

"It turns out that you're a coward." 

"Wrong, since it's Princess Inez, I must drink it." 

He took the wine glass in Phoenix's hand and sniffed it. 

It was a strong love potion. 

It seemed that Leo was impatient. 

Davon took a step forward and pulled Phoenix into his embrace with a wicked smile. Phoenix instantly 

felt his warm breath. 



"Princess, the wine is drugged. Are you sure you want me to drink it?" 

Davon said beside Phoenix's ear. 

Her guess was right! 

Phoenix was angry. 

Leo didn't care about her to achieve his goal. She had suspected the drink was not right. After hearing 

what Davon said, she felt extremely angry. 

"What if I do? You don't dare?" 

It was obvious that Phoenix was seducing him. 

Looking at Leo behind Phoenix, Davon smiled evilly. 

"It seems Princess Inez is enthusiastic. Since that is the case, I must drink it." 

With that, Davon picked up Phoenix and walked towards a nearby lounge. Everybody knew what they 

were going to do. 

Regret? 

Phoenix couldn't tell. 

finding that everyone just looked at her ridiculously 

a man so far. But it 

even if Samuel accepted her, they couldn't stay with each other for the rest of their life because of 

Phoenix's identity and situation. Moreover, Samuel never chose 

the case, no matter who she chose today, it would make 

disappointed and sad. She immediately drank the wine in Davon's hand. Before Davon could 

Davon was shocked. 

Leo raged. 

"Inez, get down here!" 

treated Phoenix like this. But 

to say to the substitute, "Mr. Davon, you 

just my assistant. He can do whatever he likes. I don't 

wearing a mask, 

ask someone to separate Phoenix and Davon, they 

drug made them 

Davon made 



Nicole was speechless. 

many rooms here. But why did they choose the one where they 

you guys stop it 

Nicole smiled awkwardly. 

and then Phoenix pushed Davon away at 

you 

mean that. But why did you guys pick 

Phoenix 

moment. Seeing it was Nicole, he 

out that you're here. I thought you were out. 

have a rest here for a while. When the banquet comes to the 

relieved in front of 

Davon and Nicole 

"He is your man?" 

he is Samuel's 

if she was right. Samuel was also from the southeast war zone, and he 

Phoenix was stunned. 

"You're Mr. Green's man?" 

"Of course." 

there was no 

could adjust his emotions within such a 

acting like an impatient man. But now, 

Who was he? 

Phoenix could ask, Nicole 

are you leaving 

the banquet is 

his identity in front of Phoenix. But Phoenix was 

Davon? Then who is that man with 

Nicole was stunned. 



out Phoenix didn't know who Davon 

knew each other. After all, they had been 

apologized, 

"It doesn't matter." 

then looked at Phoenix and said, "I am Davon. The one wearing a mask is my assistant, 

that he is the young master of the 

doing this, it will be 

did not 

Phoenix felt pressured. 

secret. What will you do to 

"What do you think?" 

Phoenix 

say to him in a low voice, 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1370 Why Don't You Believe Me? 

Without saying a word, Phoenix attacked Davon's face. Davon did not seem to notice, but the moment 

Phoenix attacked, he quickly moved. Furthermore, his long arm grabbed onto Phoenix's arm and 

brought her into his embrace. 

"Princess Inez, what are you doing? Are you angry that I didn't give you the antidote? If you really want 

it, I can spare an entire night with you." 

"Shameless!" 

Even if Phoenix had this thought before, she would not admit it now. 

She was really stupid. She actually thought that Davon was a handsome man and even wanted to spend 

the night with him. 

How could this man be a handsome gentleman? He was simply a cunning man who used his beautiful 

appearance to cheat people. 

Nicole looked at them and felt that she shouldn't be here anymore, but she couldn't go out now. What 

should she do? 

Just as she was thinking, Samuel jumped in from the window and was slightly stunned when he saw this 

scene. 

"What's going on?" 

His voice wasn't loud, and he directly pulled Nicole over, not alarming the two in the fight. 



Davon saw Samuel, but he didn't have time to say anything. Phoenix's eyes were completely red, so she 

naturally didn't pay attention to other things. This was the first time she had neglected Samuel because 

of others. 

Nicole whispered the matter, and the corners of Samuel's lips rose slightly. 

"Davon, treat Princess Inez well. She is my sister." 

After Samuel finished speaking, he took Nicole and jumped out of the window. 

When Phoenix heard Samuel's voice, she was stunned for a moment. When she turned around, she saw 

Samuel leave with Nicole. 

Did he just leave her behind? 

What did he mean by letting Davon take good care of her? 

He couldn't wait to send her out. 

Although Phoenix had decided to give up Samuel, this scene still made her feel very uncomfortable. 

Her eyes immediately turned red. 

Davon stopped fighting when he saw her like this and asked in a low voice, "Do you like Samuel?" 

"It's none of your business!" 

Phoenix had nowhere to vent her anger. Now that Davon was in front of her, she naturally wouldn't let 

him off easily. 

soon as possible. He is not suitable for you. Moreover, he is 

Davon's words stunned Phoenix. 

her? Go pursue her if you like her. Do you feel good about yourself for letting her go? 

Davon smiled and said, "Who told you that I like Nicole? Even if I do, it's not 

"Cut the crap!" 

a low voice, but she was somewhat surprised in her 

Davon liked her? 

Was he kidding? 

so did he 

so, she did not accept 

mind was racing as she 

"What do you want?" 

of her looked gentle and weak, but Phoenix could tell from the fight with him earlier that he was skilled. 

And she was no match for 



was the 

help but laugh, "Don't you know what I want to do? Everyone outside knows what we are going to do. 

Although I cured 

"How dare you!" 

suddenly took a 

a harmless person? What kind of emotions made her think that she could have a 

front of her was simply like a hunter, while she 

Phoenix felt fear of a 

to run, but Davon suddenly grabbed her collar and carried her into her 

faint fragrance of the perfume made Phoenix somewhat disgusted, but her subconscious defending was 

too late. She felt a 

to himself, "Silly girl, I like you! How could I let you go so easily? I said that I like you. It is true. 

he pressed on her sleeping acupoint. Then, he took out a computer from the side and quickly typed on 

the keyboard. A series of codes flashed, and soon, he switched 

on the 

just received those girls and Laurel. We will arrange for them to be sent back to our country to see their 

family. However, at 

soon. Don't contact these girls' families for the time being. Wait until we get the evidence. You 

Davon said quickly. 

Mark was somewhat worried. 

can you do it 

Mark, I've been alone all these years. Have you 

that smile carried a 

Mark suddenly felt heartache. 

Nicole found him and sent him back to Capital City to rest. His mental state is not very good. He has 

been imprisoned for 

Davon suddenly stopped. 

"Is he alright?" 

not sure. I haven't seen him either. I'm going to visit him 

Mark asked carefully. 

were a little empty but a little 


